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The 5th Gender and Resilience 
Knowledge Share Fair Opening

Ms. Jackeline Makokha (picture above), who is the Director of Gender in the Ministry of Public 
service and Gender senior citizens of Affairs and special programs of Kenya, officially opened 
the knowledge share fair, which was attended by representatives of cross-border government 
ministry offices, civil   society   organisations, and technical staff from the IGAD Secretariat, focal 
ministries implementing IDDRSI, and other relevant ministries and local ministry offices.

 “Share fairs provide an opportunity to address the impacts of climate change that are still 
continue to affect our region severely and which requires our collective innovative efforts to 
tackle and build resilience across the borders and specially ensuring both man and women are 
participating in the process of making decision that affect the livelihood of the communities” 
Ms. Jakeline Said.

She also added, as Africans we have a special opportunity to influence policies, discuss and 
bring out the key issues of climate change and make a policy decision on the forthcoming 27th 
session of the Conference of the Parties (COP 27) which will take place in Sharm El-Sheikh, 
Egypt this year. 

In his remarks, Dr. Tesfaye Beshah, IDDRSI Regional Programming Coordinator, stated Gender 
mainstreaming has been embraced internationally as a strategy toward realising gender 
equality, involving the integration of a gender perspective into the preparation, design, 
implementation, monitoring and evaluation of policies, regulatory measures and programmes  
and projects to combat discrimination and injustice between women and men.

He emphasized the role that women play in their communities, even in the face of their 
vulnerability to recurrent climatic shocks and stresses.

“The infusion of ideas and principles of gender equality and equity in our day-to-day lives to 
ensure the optimum balance of roles and responsibilities is the desired dream of every society” 
he said.

INTRODUCTION
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The remarks by the UN WOMEN, was 
transmitted by Ms. Joselyn Bigirwa on behalf 
of UN WOMEN ESARO. The remarks specified, 
that scarcity of water across Karamoja region, 
necessitates women to walk longer distances 
increasing their exposure to risks such as 
sexual exploitation and abuse as was witnessed 
during COVID 19 while taking time away from 
income generating activities. In addition to that 
Impact of the Russia Ukraine war and resultant 
skyrocketing commodity prices has impacted 
household food security as well as livelihood 
opportunities for women entrepreneurs.

The remarks also highlighted on the Karamoja 
Cluster, which is a home to 13 pastoralist and 
agro-pastoralist communities with a combined 
population of more than 1,464,000 people, 
protracted resource-based conflicts, and 
chronic food insecurity have impacted women 
and girls. The UN WOMEN office has developed 
essential tools and guidance notes in an easy-
to-use format targeting mainstreaming gender 
during implementation of Sendai Framework 
for DRR.

The remark added gender disparities in 
ownership and access to resources such as 
land, credit and technology, coupled with 
sociocultural barriers, impoverish women 
and increase their exposure to climatic risk. 
Additionally, existing negative social norms 
and cultural practices against women further 
deepen the vulnerability of women and girls in 
times of crisis. 

The IGAD Head of Mission to Kenya, did the 
remarks on behalf of the IGAD Executive 
Secretary, his excellency Dr. Workneh 
Gebeyehu, reminded, the relevance of the 
this year share fair theme, which is critically 
important to support our region to rethink, 
Identify, and learn appropriate, and tailored 
transformative gender approaches in the 
context of the current devastating drought, 
COVID 19, conflict and migration. She 
emphesised that currently the  IGAD estimates 
that 8.1 million people are food insecure in 
ASLA area of Ethiopia, 3.5 million in Kenya, 
7.7 million in Somalia, 8.9 million in South 
Sudan, 10.6 million in Sudan, and 1.6 million 
in Uganda, where girls and women and other 
social groups are more severely impacted by 
the drought.

Update from the GRWG 
and the Regional Agenda 
on Gender

After the opening remark, Ms. Amina Farah, 
Programme Manager, Gender Affairs 
Department presented an update from 
the Gender and Resilience Working Group 
(GRWG) and the Regional Agenda on Gender. 
She highlighted on IGAD’s gender agenda as 
one of the key cooperate priority area in the 
IGAD Regional Strategy (2021-2025).  The IGAD 
Gender Policy Framework 2012-2020, the 
IGAD Gender Strategy and Implementation 
Plan 2016-2020, Gender Mainstreaming Tools 
for different divisions 2017 were highlighted 
a core operational framework in place for 
promoting gender mainstreaming and women 
empowerment. She noted that Gender Focal 
Persons (GFP) had been identified in all IGAD 
divisions and specialized institutions in this 
effort. She also reported on the ongoing review 
of the gender strategy to align with the IGAD 
strategy 2021-2025. 

She reported on the progress made in the 
Member States which included; establishment 
of a functional  Gender and Resilience Working 
Group (GRWG) and trainings of Member State 
Gender Focal Persons. 
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SUCCESS STORIES AND LESSONS 
LEARNED FROM IMPLEMENTING THE 
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE LAST GRKSF

Twenty one posters on initiatives highlighting success stories, challenges and lessons learnt 
were presented. The posters captured various resilience building initiatives implemented at 
both national and cluster level (Mandera and Karamoja). A wide range of initiatives including; 
land rehabilitation, goat breeding, afforestation (greening), food-based irrigation, group land 
ownership by women, Gender Based Violence and prevention of sexual exploitation and abuse, 
and human trafficking were presented.  The participants were divided in groups according to 
countries. Start poster stations were determined but all participants were given an opportunity 
to listen to all presentations in a rotational manner. The presenter and IGAD staff were present 
at each of poster sites to give a brief summary of the poster presentation and respond to 
questions and take note of questions or comments respectively.  Every poster presentation 
lasted 10 minutes. The participants were allowed to give reflections from the poster presentation 
session and any questions raised were addressed by the respective presenters. The sessions 
were moderated by Mrs. Doreen Nanyonga and Dr. Dominic Kathiya.

Table1: Table showing the title of the posters and country where the intervention is being 
implemented. A representative from each country presented the posters during the session.

SESSION 1
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S/NO Poster Title Country /Cluster Thematic focus area

1 Tree planting and provision of after care 
service

 Mandera county, 
Kenya  Afforestation 

2 Women Empowerment through livestock 
production  Kwale county, Kenya  Livestock production

3 Merti-KORBESA water supply project  Isiolo county, Kenya  Water supply

4 Social protection against effects of 
climate change  Mersabit county, Kenya  Hunger safety net

5 Addressing issues of trafficking in 
persons/out migration

 Napaka District, 
Uganda

 Migration, child 
trafficking 

6
Advocacy on women's involvement and 
participation in the implementation of 
the MOU

 Karamoja cluster  Policy advocacy 

7 Fodder Bank development: community 
drought resilience strategy

 South Omo zone, 
Ethiopia  Agriculture

8
Expanding the range land to achieve 
growth enhancing fruit production in the 
cluster

 Dassenech Wereda, 
South Omo, Ethiopia  Agriculture

9
Technical and business skills for women 
to enhance their employment and 
entrepreneurship capacity 

 Dassenech Wereda, 
South Omo, Ethiopia  Agriculture 

10 Mitigation and adaptation measures 
against COIVID-19 National level, Ethiopia  Health / COVID 19

11 Cross border conflict and drought 
Resilience 

 South Sudan, Karamoja  
cluster

 Climate change 
adaptation

12 Flood-Based Irrigation System in Kaongu  Turkana county, 
Kenya/Mandera cluster Agriculture/ irrigation

13
Mitigation against gender based violence 
and prevention of sexual exploitation and 
abuse 

 Turkana county, 
Kenya/Mandera cluster  Gender based violence

14
Improving household income through 
fodder development by women in 
pastoral communities

 Dassenech Wereda, 
South Omo, Ethiopia  Agriculture

15
Camel cross breeding - livelihood 
resilience for women through asset 
building 

South Omo, Ethiopia  Livestock Production

16 Cultivating water melons intervention North Kordofan, Sudan  Agriculture

17 Regional Pastoral livelihoods Resilience 
Project ( RPLRP)  Karamoja, Uganda  Livestock production 

and pottery 

18
Uganda women entrepreneurship 
programme - Beneficiaries livelihood 
project

 All district of Uganda  entrepreneurship

19 Somalia Gender and Resilience project  Somalia  Agriculture

20 Mainstreaming climate change and 
gender into local development plan

 Mandera country, 
Kenya  Agriculture

21 Building of resilience of smallholder and 
market actors in Terekeka county

 Central equatorial, 
South Sudan  Energy Conservation

22 Appuie reinforcement des capacities des 
cooperatives feminines  Djibouti  Agriculture and Bee 

Keeping 

Table1 
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POSTERS PRESENTATION
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POSTERS PRESENTATION
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POSTERS PRESENTATION
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POSTERS PRESENTATION
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POSTERS PRESENTATION
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POSTERS PRESENTATION
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Mr. Issa Mohamed Abdirahman, CEO, 
Voice of Peace for All in the Horn of Africa 
(VOPA), commented that, most of the 
posters presented during the sessions 
are almost sharing the same context and 
problems with to our area (Mandera), he 
said, ‘One of the key subject he learned 
is that how gender issues are being 
mainstreamed in a program and projects’.  

He added, he was especially very 
impressed how women are empowered 
to lead and participate in agriculture 
by using drip irrigation techniques and 
the way how they are marketing their 
agriculture products. ‘The other posters, 
which I was impressed with is that how the 
Karamoja community is mainstreaming 
gender into their projects and programs 
to systematically address specially the 
issues of deforestations as this was one 
of the key challenges in the area,’ he said.

Ms. Kamaan Pheobe, Advisor to the Turkana 
County Governor on Partnerships, Gender 
and Children’s Affairs added her voice to 
the posters sessions by saying she grasped 
a lot of good knowledge as the posters are 
more focused on economic empowerments 
for women which was trying to address the 
gaps and economic vulnerability vis-à-vis  
women’s dependents on men. 

Ms  Kamaan added, it is very important to 
involve everybody (women, man girls and 
boys) when we are trying to address the 
issues of gender inequality and women 
empowerment. Climate change risks are a 
reality that we all are living with. If we are 
to address some of this risks, we need to 
work through empowering the vulnerable 
populations where women fall into this 
category and we need to acknowledge the 
importance of each actor as they are playing 
different roles in the community. In addition, 
we need to appreciate and learn the lessons 
learnt along the process and improve on the 
challenges that have been highlighted by 
different poster presenters, she stressed.

Reflection on the Poster Session: 
Voices of the participants
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Photos 1-4: Country representatives presenting their posters during the session.
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SESSION 2

CONVERSATION ON IMPORTANCE OF 
ADDRESSING THE NEXUS BETWEEN 
GENDER, CLIMATE CHANGE AND SECURITY

Following to the posters session, Ms. Awotash Alemu, moderated a conversation with Mr. Mubarek 
Mabuya, Manager for Cooperation and Partnership, IGAD, Ms. Shiela Kawamara, Executive Director 
of EASSI and Ms. Amina Farah, Programme Manager for the Gender Affairs Department in IGAD.

The linkage between gender, climate and security?
The Executive Director of EASSI, started clarifying the questions asked by the moderator by the 
expression, Woman is the story of life. She said, ‘when you are looking at the life of a pastoralist 
women in these cross-border areas, it’s a story of energy, resilience and survival’. Throughout their 
life, the survival is within a very harsh and semi-arid environment, where by the women are the 
providers of food, nutrition, health, and overall care of the family. All in all, it is about them surviving 
and living in this harsh condition. Therefore, when that climate, condition is again more distrusted, 
we are going to end up with conflicts, threat to people life and security. Displacements brought about 
by climate change can cause loss of lives and livelihoods and insecurity because these communities 
depend on natural resources entirely. Either for their animals or for their survivals.

‘The impacts of climate change is the impact on seasonality,’ said Mr. Mubarak Mubuya, to further 
explain the subject.  He added, the rainfalls can no longer come on the seasons as we expect. This is 
quite often resulted drought and you will be forced to look out the mitigation measure like irrigation. 
For example, when Ethiopia dose irrigation on the side of Omo River, the water resource that goes to 
Lake Turkana decreases. The people living on the side of Ethiopia, Dasenach wereda, will be affected, 
as one of their key livelihood is depends on fishing, whereas the community living on the side of 
Kenya, Turkana are mainly depends on their livestock. 
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Because of the climate chocks and changes, the two comminutes can easily go to conflicts due to 
resources scarcity, as the community in Turkana will migrate to look for water, fish and pasture to 
the side of Ethiopia and vis versa.  

The nexus between gender, climate change and 
security
Mabuya further explained, boys and girls thought what they should do and not do, what they can 
own and not own and where they can go and cannot go. These social constructions determine a 
lot, in terms of the outcome. Gender norms and power influences how climate change impacts on 
women and man. 
“Climate change and conflict are the amplifiers of preexisting gender and inequalities between 
women and man which are a result of how we have been socialized”, he said.

The government and other actors (local and central), are putting in place relevant interventions to 
try to address the effects and impact of climate change.  If we assume the impacts are the same, it 
means our responses will be ineffective. 

He also pointed out, during the drought time, transhumance communities will migrate and move 
from one place to another looking for water and pasture. During the movement, the men leave 
behind the women, girls, and children at home and resulting in vulnerability to varies sexual violence. 
Therefore, understanding these issues will help us to develop appropriate, effective, and targeted 
interventions and safeguards like gender-based violence.

He further added, knowing this kind of knowledge will help us to design appropriate and predictive 
knowledge, insight and responsive actions. It is also important to enhancing resilience because you 
have to design strategies that builds the resilience of women which is different from strategies that 
are design to build the resilience of man.

He highlighted when we are delivering weather and climate-related information, it will inform the 
medium that we use in terms of delivering the weather and climate information. It will as well inform 
the time, agent and language to be used when delivering this kind of information.

He concluded his explanation by giving a highlight on the normative standards and laws that are 
available e.g the UN framework on convention on climate change, security council resolutions, Beijing 
declarations , The Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of 
Women in Africa, better known as the Maputo Protocol, is an international human rights instrument 
established by the African Union that went into effect in 2005, Which speaks to the women and 
environment and help us address similar issues.

What should be done to address the identified issues?
Ms. Amina Farah highlighted, the role and responsibility of men, women, boys, and girls within the 
society and issues related to climate and peace, and security. She said, ‘climate is a long-term issue 
and therefore our focus should be the copping mechanism to climate challenges’.  “If we are able to 
develop a structure that caters to bounce back from calamity and national disaster in such a way that 
minimal impact and the likelihood of insecurity is minimal”, she said.

Ms. Farah, said, “The first things that should come is collection of sex disaggregated data”. She 
further pointed out that , there is no evidence or facts to know who has been affected by this impact 
and to what extent. Without getting detail information about the affected community by climate it 
will be very difficult to address the real problem on the ground.
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She added, once the sex disaggregated data is available it will be easy to conduct gender 
analysis. Gender analysis is basically to help us to identify what are the discriminations that 
are there against the different groups and what are the enablers of this discrimination. 
The role of women in community. 

Ms. Farah explained, if there are no women there is no life. Every man that is chauvinistic 
and does not grant women access, mostly is not a malicious one it is because he does not 
have the capacity to understand some of these things because of the way they have been 
socialized for a long very time. If we work towards combating these social norms in such 
a way that it is within the context of the African communities and not something that has 
been dictated and given to us, that is the place to start.

She noted, once we have a gender analysis, we are better suited to know what the gaps 
are and needs of these communities and how we can best address the issues.  Then the 
next step would be adapting best practices what has worked and what has not worked 
and address the gaps. E.g., index-based livestock insurance, was one of the best examples 
of good practices which were very successful. 
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Woman is the story of life. Story of women is a story of energy, 
resilience and survival.

Women are the providers of food, nutrition, health, taking care 
of the family.

Climate change directly amplifies the risk of conflict and peace 
and security.

Climate change and conflict are the amplifiers of preexisting 
gender and inequalities between women and man which are a 
result of how we have been socialized. 

There are many normative standards and laws that are 
available and laws that are available which speaks to the 
women and environment and help to address gender related 
issues.

Gender-disaggregated data are essential to assess the effects of 
policy measures on women and men.  

Without data, we cannot have facts to know who has been 
affected and to what extent.

If sex disaggregated data is available it will be easy to conduct 
gender analysis.

Once we have a gender analysis, we are better suited to know 
what the gaps are and needs of these communities and how 
can we best address the issues

Learning Points from the 
Panel Discussion
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MINI-WORKSHOP ON INTRODUCTION TO 
GENDER ACTION LEARNING SYSTEM

Mrs. Joselyn Bigirwa, Gender and Land Expert (pictured above) who moderated the mini 
workshop on Gender Action Learning System (GALS), explained and clarified the importance of 
addressing Gender injustices and the connection between Gender mainstreaming and the Gender 
Transformative approach. In her presentation, she added promotion of women’s human rights as 
stated in UN CEDAW enables both women and men to move forward in a just society. 

Mr. John Bosco Okaya, Agriculture Expert/GALS Champion, facilitating the GALS min workshop

SESSION 3
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Highlights of the concept presented 

Mr. John Bosco Okaya, who is an agriculture Expert/
GALS Champion, started the GALS workshop by telling 
fascinating story about his family. He educated the 
participants how the application of GALS tools and 
methodology on his family saved his marriage from 
divorce.  He witnessed that after he had practiced 
the GALS methodology in his home, his marriage life 
became healthier and he started living a happier life.

He further explained, his closest friends and 
neighbors start adapting the GALS methodology in 
their respective houses, after perceiving how GALS 
tools transform Mr. Bosco’s personal life. 

So what is GALS mean? Gender Action Learning System 
(GALS) is a household methodology with an emphasis 
on men and women and their visions for change. It 
is a community led and uses both written and visual 
diagramming. It is a mass movement built through 
peer learning, borrowing from other transformative 
methodologies. 

GALS focuses first on the individual, giving them the 
skills to reflect on their personal situation and see 
women as intelligent actors and men as potential 
partners in pursuit of justice who also need support in 
order to go against established attitudes and patterns 
of behavior. 

After the introduction of the GALS concept to the 
participants, the facilitator alienated the participants 
in to two groups based on respective cluster namely 
Mandera and Karamoja cluster to practice how 
GALS methodology can be applied in their cluster by 
following a very simple 3 steps namely:

STEP 1: VISION: WHERE DO I WANT TO GO?
STEP 2: WHERE AM I NOW?
STEP 3: WHERE DID I START?

The mini training workshop on GALS allowed 
participants how man and women share different 
roles and responsibility when they live together and 
achieving the same goal / objective.

Even though the short training demonstrated only 
one method / tool of application of GALS, there are 
other form of GALS tools 

Trees
Circle mapping
Road journey

GALS is a complementary 
methodology. If it is used 
stand-alone, it requires 
complementary programme 
to address issues of asset-
poor.
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MORE GAL TOOLS
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MORE GAL TOOLS
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MORE GAL TOOLS
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MORE GAL TOOLS
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A story of Male Champions
In a 12 min short video story, Mr. Diodone Komakech, a member of CEFORD, Nebi District, 
explained, that he is living his life with his wife, three children, and his mother. Before he was 
introduced to the GALS tool, he used to work alone, now thanks to the GALS tools, the family 
start working together and realized many positive changes happening in his family’s life. 

Mr. Joshua Aijuka, who is a program manager of sustainable Farming Systems -PELUM Uganda, 
speaks that with a close collaboration with Oxfam, under the right to food project, the integration 
of GALS was effective as it uses a very simple tools that can be implemented by Farmers. 

The full video can be accessed with the following link 

Mrs. Grace Dorong, who is working as a Director 
in Root of Generations (ROG) in South Sudan, 
provided her voice on the poster presentation. 
She said she got a very good new knowledge 
on Gender Action Learning Systems (GALS) 
which was very new word before coming to this 
knowledge share fair. She said, ‘the GALS training 
gave her a lot of new information and knowledge 
that she did not know before.’ Whatever we do 
in the community sometimes we do tend to 
incorporate what the GALS introduce to us. The 
impression she had about it is that it has tapped 
the real sense of what we need to do in the 
community and how we need to do it and she 
thanks the facilitator for the fascinating session. 

The new knowledge she acquired was about 
the transformative approach to gender 
mainstreaming, she noted. 

She pointed out that, when we are addressing the 
issues, we need to address them holistically by 
addressing the root cause, not on the leaf. Meaning 
from the community level to and upwards. 
The concept will help us on programming and 
mainstreaming the gender issues in to the day-
to-day activities as the concept can be implement 
in the organization, project and programs.

Mr. Sileshi Taddese, who is working as an 
Executive- women Right protection and 
Response, in the Ministry of Women and 
Social Affairs, Ethiopia, commented, when 
he compared from the previous KM Share 
fair which was organized by IGAD, the 
current one is more practical. 

Mr. Tadesse added, the GALS tool, could 
help us to ensure the gender equality in 
engaging the communities aspiration.

He said, ‘the challenges of women could be 
address through multi sectoral approaches 
and comprehensive strategy to address the 
venerability of women, girls and boys.’

A Voice from the participants on GALS
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SESSION 4

PANEL DISCUSSION ON GENDER 
DISAGGREGATED DATA ON DROUGHT AND 
USING EVIDENCE IN POLICY AND PRACTICE: 
LESSONS FROM IDDRSI

Highlights of the discussion
The second panel discussion was on the issues around gender disaggregated data for evidence-
based policy and practices and the lessons extracted from the IDDRSI initiative. 

Mr. Abubaker Ntambi, Head of Monitoring and Evaluation under the Planning, Coordination and 
Partnership (PCPD) Division, moderated a panel discussion with four experts on the area of resilience, 
data and policy: Mr. Tonny Ameny, Assistant Commissioner Karamoja Affairs, Uganda, Capt. Mr. 
Augustine Lokwang, Chief Officer (CO), Turkana, Kenya. Dr. Tesfaye Beshah, Regional Programing 
Coordinator, IGAD – IDDRSI PCU, and Mr. Assefa Gutema, Livelihood and Gender Specialist, MOA, 
Ethiopia. 

The Moderator asked the first question to Dr. Tesfaye Beshah, to explain what IGAD’s role has been 
toward the utilization of evidence in policy and practice and what lessons can we draw from IGAD’s 
experiences.
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The role of IGAD toward utilizing evidence in 
policy and practice 

Dr. Beshah, explained, by emphasizing his experience on the IDDRSI initiative. He 
said, ‘IGAD is a policy and knowledge-based organization’. It is as well a center and 
regional hub for eight countries on all policy matters. IGAD developed a number 
of policies and strategies which is cascaded from continental to regional. Among 
them IDDRSI is touches and focus on policy and practices. He elaborated on the 
IDDRSI initiative by explaining the eight priority intervention areas (PIA). 

He added, IGAD in terms of measuring policies areas under theses PIA’s, IGAD 
put in place a result-based monitoring and evaluation system, and this has been 
translated into action.

He pointed out, that the scope of the implementation of policies and strategies 
through programs and projects, within the IGAD region, goes from the nation, 
sub-nation, and cross-border areas. Since 2018 with the support from GIZ and 
EU, IGAD developed a bottom-up resilience programming document which we 
conducted and write with the communities and local government together. In 
terms of data, information, and M&E, IGAD through IDDRSI Platform Coordination 
Unit (PCU) and IGAD Division mainly the PCPD, that is anchoring the M&E Working 
group, Cross border Working Group, the Platform Coordination and General 
Assembly (GA), and regional projects (e.g. RPLRP and DRSLP), grasped a vast 
number of experiences (data, information, and knowledge) that has resulted to 
the birth of other new projects (BREFONS). Therefore, there is evidence that you 
can tell from your point of reflection.  

The Importance of Gender Disaggregated 
data for drought resilience policy and 
programming
Mr. Assefa Gutema, Livelihood and Gender Specialist, MOA, Ethiopia elaborated 
on the importance of data. He said, ‘data is very critical to build resilience and 
programming. Particularly to improve people life’. He further explained, for 
example if we do have a baseline information, on the basis of that we will strive 
to improve the quality of life of different category of people in an equitable 
manner.   In addition, it will help us make informed discussions and follow a 
strategic approach and directions.  With data, you can be able to effectively 
monitor the effectiveness of programs and projects and do appropriate gender-
related action. It can also help to mobilize more resources, to address the gaps in 
gender inequalities and empowerment.  

Capt. Mr. Augustine Lokwang, Chief Officer (CO), Turkana, Kenya, elaborated, 
the country government of Turkana is a key stakeholder in IGAD-related 
programs and through its various sectors has a mechanism of implementing and 
generating data. This data will not only fed in to the IGAD process and national 
Government programs but also to fed into our internal programming princess 
and mechanisms. In that regards we close work with partners and civil society.

On essential process that the county government undertake is the county 
integrated development planning process which is tide into the county budgeting 
process and sectoral planning and implementation, he added. In all this data is a 
centrally and critical when budget is to be drown, priorities have to be identified.
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Mechanism and system used to generate 
evidence
Mr. Tonny Ameny, Assistant Commissioner Karamoja Affairs, Uganda, briefed, 
the ministry of Karamoja Affair is part of the office prime minster office. The 
overall mandate is to coordinate the government business at a legislative level 
and other programs with other ministry offices and agencies within the country. 
In addition, the Karamoja Affairs, is responsible for implementing affirmative 
action programs. As a country, the office developed the Ugandan national 
social protection policy that guides support to vulnerable categories like 
women, children and elderly communities during hunger (drought) situations.

Together with a development partner (USAID), we established a Karamoja 
Resilience Unit (KRU), that does a lot of research and acting as a data hub, he 
added. 

‘The key pillar that the Ministry of Karamoja Affairs emphasize as part of 
enhancing resilience is the issue of changing the people’s mindset,’ he said. 
Cultural social norms and gender inequality/discrimination related issues are 
coming under people’s mindset.  Mr. Ameny, pointed out that for sustainable 
and long-term change, the participation of women on programing and food 
security very important as woman can play a very pivotal role. 

He pointed out, that the harmonization of program Indicators across the region 
is critical and IGAD is making a progress in terms of developing a catalog of 
indicators that can be used as a reference.’ 
‘To achieve this IGAD is currently discussing with countries in developing and 
implementing country programming papers (CPPs), based on the SDG and 
Agenda 2063 and other regional level sectoral and thematic areas,’ he said.

Dr. Beshah. finally concluded the conversation by stating the IGAD’s vision, 
which is to develop indicator catalogs and make them open to be used by 
various partners as a guide. This exercise will help to address the gap in 
reporting, he said. He also pointed out that, the challenges of data sharing is 
there, currently, and IGAD is working on addressing the issues by developing a 
data sharing mechanism/framework for Water, Health, weather, and migration 
data, he added in his concluding remark.
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Key Learning Points from the 
Panel Discussion

Gender disaggregated data is critical for planning 
programming and evidence-based discussion-making 
process.

Harmonization of M&E Indicators across the region is also 
one of the key areas that needs to be supported.

Working on people’s mindset to will directly support on 
enhancing the resilience of the community.

Data is a central and critical when budget is to be drown, 
priorities have to be identified.

Data sharing mechanism needs to be put in place for 
countries to share on data. IGAD have to take a lead on 
supporting the countries.

Involvement of Women In program interventions is also 
very important
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WAY FORWARD / ACTION POINTS

SESSION 5 
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Key emerging issues related to gender and resilence
The following key emerging issues and recommendation were suggested by the participants before 
concluding the 5th Gender and Resilience Knowledge Share Fair. 

EMERGING ISSUES RECOMMENDATIONS

Women’s involvement in decision-making pro-
motes gender equity.

Perspective for gender inequality programming 
addressing only women needs to be revisited

Inclusive programs should be promoted. Male 
partners are change agents.

M&E tools to effectively monitor gender and re-
silience activities are lacking or deficient at both 
the national and regional levels

IGAD to coordinate the development of prac-
tical easy to use M&E tools for harmonization

There are a lot of good initiatives in countries not 
documented

Support mapping of best practices across 
thematic areas and document region-wide 
knowledge hub

There is limited knowledge on gender and gen-
der mainstreaming

Invest in gender transformative capacity 
enhancement and establish mechanisms to 
track progress.

There is a lack of sex-disaggregated data which 
greatly affects documenting and defining differ-
ences in the magnitude of impact.

Continue aa advocating for the collection of 
data disaggregated by sex

Promote gender transformative approach in the 
region Train and implement GALS

Fewer participants which allowed interaction Smaller group share fairs are prepared bian-
nually

GBV common problem aggravated by drought Develop or promote GBV protocol and policy 

Illiteracy and limited capacity in communities 
perpetuate gender inequality

Establish comprehensive programs for mind-
set change for sustainability

Conduct gender audit of the IDDRSI program for 
gender benefits to date

Conduct, revised  a gender audit on the ID-
DRSI program

Cultural and traditions greatly affect the success 
of gender initiatives Build capacity for GALS approach 

Poster presentation Cascade to the cluster level
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Event analytics and participants feedback
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Suggested improvements
1) Increase the number of training days
2) Include field training as an essential part of share fairs
3) Conduct knowledge sharing share fairs within the clusters
4) Improve time management
5) Prepare share fairs in a spacious venue to allow the display of posters and viewing without 
crowding and noise
6) Implement Gender Action Learning (GALS) methodology in the clusters for total transformation.
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